The perinucleolar compartment (PNC) is a subnuclear body characterized by its location to the periphery of the nucleolus. The PNC is a dynamic structure and is highly enriched in RNA-binding proteins and pol III RNA. The structural stability of the PNC is dependent on continuous pol III transcription and the presence of key proteins. The PNC is associated with malignancy both in vitro and in vivo and its presence positively correlates with metastatic capacity, making it a potential cancer marker. Recent studies also suggest an association between the PNC and a specific DNA locus, and ongoing PNC research continues to focus on determining the structure and function of the PNC to understand its role in cancer. This article summarizes the current understanding of PNC structure and function with an emphasis on the association of PNC and malignancy.
T he cell nucleus is a complex and highly organized organelle that is responsible for many critical cellular functions, including housing and replicating DNA, transcribing DNA into RNA, RNA processing and splicing, macromolecular trafficking between the nucleus and cytoplasm, and regulating gene expression. Increasing evidence shows that these functions are not randomly distributed in the nucleus, but rather are highly compartmentalized into a higher order three-dimensional organization. Such organization is represented by nonmembrane-bound nuclear domains and nuclear bodies, which can be identified and visualized through various molecular probes and resolved by microscopy. The compartmentalization within the nucleus may reflect the highly efficient spatial and temporal organization of essential molecular complexes for specific functions (reviewed in Zimber et al. 2004 ).
Nucleoli, Cajal bodies (Morris 2008) , promyelocytic leukemia (PML) bodies (Bernardi and Pandolfi 2007) , nuclear speckles (Lamond and Spector 2003) , and perinucleolar compartments (PNCs) are among the many nuclear compartments that have distinct nuclear localization patterns. As ongoing research examines the structure and function of these bodies, their functional relevance is being revealed. For example, nucleoli are involved in the biogenesis of ribosomes; nuclear speckles are involved in pre-mRNA processing and metabolism; Cajal bodies are indicated in the assembly and trafficking of snRNP, snoRNP, and telomere functions; and PML as well as PNC are associated with malignancy. This article summarizes the current understanding of the structure and function of one nuclear body, the PNC, and its role in the malignant phenotype.
PNC STRUCTURE
The perinucleolar compartment (PNC) is a unique subnuclear structure that was originally described during the characterization of the hnRNP I/PTB ( polypyrimidine tract binding) protein, in which the protein was shown to localize at a perinucleolar focus (Ghetti et al. 1992 ). The PNC is irregularly shaped, ranging from .25 to 4 mm in length, and is associated with the periphery of the nucleolus (Matera et al. 1995; Huang et al. 1997) . Electron microscopic analysis of HeLa cells reveals that the PNC is composed of multiple thick, electron dense strands, each measuring approximately 80 -180 nm in diameter. The PNC is physically associated with the nucleolus while remaining structurally distinct ( Fig. 1) (Huang et al. 1997) . A three-dimensional computer reconstruction of electron microscopic images from serially sectioned HeLa cell nuclei shows that the PNC forms a reticulated mesh on the nucleolar surface (Huang et al. 1998) .
Time lapse microscopy of cells expressing green fluorescent protein-tagged polypyrimidine tract-binding protein (GFP-PTB) shows that the PNC is a dynamic structure that moves discretely along the nucleolar periphery over time (Table 1) (Huang et al. 1997) . PNC structure is maintained throughout interphase, disassembled during mitosis in conjunction with the disassociation of nucleoli, and is reassembled at late telophase as nucleoli begin to assemble. The PNC is commonly heritable from mother to daughter cells, and the PNCs of daughter cells are of similar shape, size, and number (Huang et al. 1997 ).
MOLECULAR COMPONENTS OF THE PNC
Although the composition of the PNC has not been fully characterized, a number of proteins and RNAs show enrichment in the PNC. All known PNC-associated proteins are RNAbinding proteins that are implicated in pol II RNA metabolism. The proteins include CUG binding protein (CUG-BP) (Timchenko et al. 1996) , Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein (PTB) (Ghetti et al. 1992) , KH-type splicing regulatory protein (KSRP) (Hall et al. 2004 ), Raver1 (Huttelmaier et al. 2001 ), Raver2 (Kleinhenz et al. 2005) , Rod1, and nucleolin (Kopp and Huang 2005) . Interestingly, the RNAs identified in the PNC so far are small, noncoding RNAs transcribed by pol III, which is surprising because pol II RNAs commonly interact with the PNC proteins. RNAs that show enrichment in the PNC include RNase mitochondrial processing (MRP) RNA, ribonuclease P (RNase P) RNA, hY (1,2,5) RNA (Matera et al. 1995) , Alu RNA, and signal recognition particle (SRP) (7SL) RNA (Wang et al. 2003) .
PNC-associated Proteins
Proteins of diverse cellular functions are enriched in the PNC. What these proteins have in common is their primary implication in the processing of pol II RNAs. For example, the first protein identified in the PNC, PTB, is involved in pre-mRNA splicing (Wagner and GarciaBlanco 2001) , alternative splicing, and regulation of RNA polyadenylation (Lou et al. 1996) and translation (Stoneley and Willis 2004) . Another protein enriched in the PNC, CUG-BP, is known for its role in myotonic dystrophy neuromuscular disease, and it is also involved in alternative splicing and deadenylation (Timchenko et al. 1996; Savkur et al. 2001; Ho et al. 2005) . KSRP has been implicated in alternative splicing and regulation of splicing (Min et al. 1997; Nechama et al. 2008) . The enrichment of RNA processing proteins in the PNC suggests a possible role for the PNC in RNA metabolism. However, not all pre-mRNA processing factors, such as SR proteins, are enriched in the PNC. In addition, many attempts to localize pre-or mRNA have failed to observe any enrichment of pol II RNA in the PNC. Although the PNC is physically associated with the nucleolus, many nucleolar proteins are not enriched in the PNC. The one nucleolar protein found enriched in the PNC is nucleolin (Kopp and Huang 2005) .
PNC-associated RNAs
A subset of pol III transcripts are enriched in the PNC. RNase P and MRP RNA (Matera et al. 1995) are two highly conserved components of sequence-specific endoribonucleases. As part of the endoribonuclease complexes, RNase P is involved in tRNA maturation, and RNase MRP is implicated in pre-ribosomal RNA processing and mitochondrial DNA replication (van Eenennaam et al. 2000) . Furthermore, RNase P and MRP RNA are structurally related to each other and share protein binding partners in their functional endoribonuclease complexes. It is not known if this similarity is involved in the coenrichment of these RNAs to the PNC. Other PNC-enriched RNAs include hY RNA, an abundant RNA that associates with the Ro protein and may be involved in DNA replication (Wolin and Steitz 1984; Christov et al. 2006) , and SRP RNA, an RNA component of the signal recognition particle, which functions in secretory protein transport and elongation arrest (Wolin and Walter 1989; Grudnik et al. 2009 ). Protein components CUG-BP Binds polyadenylated RNA and is involved in alternative splicing, deadenylation, and mytonic dystrophy (Timchenko et al. 1996; Savkur et al. 2001; Ho et al. 2005 ) KSRP Involved in alternative splicing, splicing regulation, and RNA decay (Min et al. 1997; Nechama et al. 2008 Part of the signal recognition particle, implicated in secretory protein transport and elongation arrest (Wolin and Walter 1989) Alu RNA also localizes to the PNC and is known to associate with the signal recognition particle (Hasler and Strub 2006b) . Although only pol III transcripts have been detected in the PNC, not all pol III transcripts are enriched in the PNC. In situ hybridization of many pol III transcripts including U6, tRNA, and 7SK do not show localization to the PNC (Matera et al. 1995; Pollock and Huang 2009 ).
Formation of the PNC
The PNC is enriched with pol III transcribed RNAs and RNA binding proteins that are primarily implicated in the metabolism of pol II RNAs. The enrichment of the RNA and proteins in the PNC does not appear to be due to overexpression of these components because overexpression of the protein components (PTB or CUG-BP) alone or with PNC-associated RNAs (MRP RNA and RNase P RNA) does not induce the formation of the PNC in primary or immortalized cells (Kopp and Huang 2005) . Many of the molecular components of the PNC have been identified and the interactions amongst the known PNC-associated components are beginning to be investigated. It is known that some of the PNC-associated proteins interact with one another and the pol III RNAs that enrich in the PNC. For example, PTB interacts with Raver1 (Huttelmaier et al. 2001) , nucleolin (Singh et al. 2004) , and some of the hY RNAs (Fabini et al. 2001) . It is not known, however, if these interactions occur within the PNC or elsewhere in the cell.
PNC AND RNA TRANSCRIPTION
RNA is crucial to PNC stability. This importance of RNA was first noticed when RNase, but not DNase, treatment eliminated PNC in permeabilized cells (Huang et al. 1998) . A 5 minute pulse-labeling of Br-U showed that a majority of PNC-associated RNA is newly synthesized (Huang et al. 1998) . To determine the origin of PNC-enriched RNA, pol I, II, or III transcriptional activities were selectively inhibited. Initial experiments using actinomycin D at a low concentration that preferentially inhibits pol I transcription showed that PNC structure is disrupted by the treatment. However, a later experiment using cycloheximide treatment, a protein translation inhibitor that also inhibits pol I transcription (5 h at 100 mg/mL) (Higashi et al. 1968) , did not induce PNC disassembly or affect labeled nucleotide enrichment in the PNC, demonstrating that pol I transcription is not important to PNC structure. The sensitivity of the PNC to actinomycin D is most likely because of the multiple modes of action of the drug, including its DNA interaction, which directly affects PNC structure (see below). Additionally, pol I transcripts (i.e., 28S and 18S RNAs) or prerRNA processing factors, such as fibrillarin, are not detected in the PNC (Matera et al. 1995; Huang et al. 1997; Kopp and Huang 2005) . These results suggest that PNC-enriched RNAs are not likely to be of pol I origin. Nor is it likely that the primary source of PNCenriched RNA is from RNA pol II because treatment of a-amanitin, a drug that selectively and specifically inhibits pol II polymerase, does not induce PNC dissociation (Huang et al. 1998 ). In addition, in situ hybridization to several pre-mRNAs did not show coenrichment of these RNA to the PNC (Hall et al. 2004 ). However, it can not be excluded, at this point, that a small subset of pol I and II transcripts may associate with the PNC. The structural integrity of the PNC is dependent on pol III transcription. Injection of tagetin, a specific inhibitor of polymerase III, causes disassembly of the PNC within 2 hours (Wang et al. 2003) . Furthermore, the continuous production of pol III transcripts, not just pol III activity, is important for PNC structure. Overexpression of RNase MRP RNA from a pol II promoter was able to partially overcome the PNC instability caused by pol III inhibition (Wang et al. 2003) . PNC-enriched pol III RNAs are most likely newly transcribed. A 5 minute pulse-label with BrU shows that newly synthesized RNAs are coenriched in the PNC with the RNA binding proteins (Huang et al. 1998) . In addition, during initial pol III inhibition, PNC-associated MRP RNA rapidly dissociates, whereas mature pol III RNAs in their functional complexes remain unaltered. For example, nucleolar-associated functional MRP RNA remains in the nucleolus at similar time points (Wang et al. 2003) . These results reveal that the pol III transcripts enriched in the PNC are not likely to be in their mature, functional complexes, and these RNAs are necessary for the maintenance of PNC structure.
Although the PNC is enriched with newly transcribed pol III RNAs, it is not the site of transcription for these RNAs. In situ hybridization of genes encoding four PNC-associated RNAs shows no spatial proximity to the PNC (Matera et al. 1995; Kopp and Huang 2005) . In addition, it is also unlikely that the PNC acts as an assembly point for the newly transcribed RNAs into their respective RNP complexes, as the protein subunits of these complexes are not detected to be similarly enriched in the PNC (Hall et al. 2004; Kopp and Huang 2005) .
Although the specific function of the PNC remains unidentified, the enrichment of newly synthesized pol III RNAs and RNA binding proteins suggests a role in RNA metabolism. Several potential functions of the PNC can be envisioned. First, the PNC may represent a transitional depot between the newly synthesized pol III RNA and the assembly of their final functional complex. Second, the PNC may be a site of RNA processing. Third, the PNC could act as a site of assembly for RNA trafficking complexes for movement to their functional destinations, including those in the nucleus or in the cytoplasm. Fourth, the PNC may be a site for degradation of excess pol III RNAs that are produced because of the pol III deregulation often observed in cancer cells. Because live cell studies have shown that PTB and CUG-BP shuttle in and out of PNCs rapidly (Huang et al. 1997) , the association of these RNAs with the PNC is most likely dynamic rather than simple aggregation or long-term storage.
PNC ASSOCIATION WITH DNA
Initial characterization of the PNC showed that daughter cells inherit PNCs often arranged as mirror images from their parent cells (Huang et al. 1997 ). This heritable nature of the PNC suggested a connection between the structure and DNA, and prompted further investigation into the association. More recent chemical and cell biology experiments show that PNC stability is reliant on DNA integrity, and the PNC is associated with a DNA locus.
Chemical Biology Evidence
To better understand the structure and function of the PNC, a screen was designed to identify compounds that disassemble the PNC, and through this study a large array of genome-toxic drugs were found to dissociate PNCs (Norton et al. 2009 ). These drugs work through three distinct modes of action: pol III transcription inhibition, DNA damage, or both. A pol III promoter assay in cells treated with various compounds that influence pol III transcription shows that PNC prevalence reduction corresponds to the level of transcription inhibition induced by the drugs (Norton et al. 2009 ), which is consistent with a previous finding that pol III transcription is essential for the PNC integrity (Wang et al. 2003) .
To determine the mechanism by which DNA damage disassembles PNCs, the role of DNA damage repair on PNC structure was evaluated. Blocking the repair response pathway through either specific inhibitors or siRNA to the DNA damage signaling kinases ATM, ATR, and Chk2 does not block the reduction of the PNC after DNA damage, but does block the recovery of the structure after DNA damage (Norton et al. 2009 ). This suggests that the loss of PNC stability is a direct result of DNA damage, not an effect of the DNA damage response pathway. Additionally, not all types of DNA damage disrupt the PNC. Although DNA intercalators, topisomerase inhibitors, UV treatment, and cross linkers reduce PNC, double strand or single strand breakers, reactive oxygen species, or alkalators have no impact on PNC structure. The effective PNC disassembly compounds all are able to disrupt the base-pairing capacity of DNA, suggesting that the integrity of DNA is critical to the PNC structure. Furthermore, treatment with a histone deacetylase inhibitor (TSA), which favors an open The PNC Cite this article as Cold Spring Harb Perspect Biol 2010;2:a000679 chromatin conformation, also changes the PNC from a dense, round structure into an extended fibril structure. This finding indicates that the PNC-associated locus is responsive to the epigenetic regulations (Norton et al. 2009 ).
Cell Biology Evidence
Cell biological studies, using several approaches, further support the association of the PNC with a DNA locus. When a conditional mutant of the cell cycle kinase Cdk1 is grown at a nonpermissive condition, DNA undergoes continuous replication without cell division. The number of PNC per cell increases in parallel with the number of replication cycles in these endoreplicating cells, indicating that the number of PNC per cell is directly linked to the copy number of the DNA (Norton et al. 2009 ). Examination of synchronized HeLa cells shows that during S phase, PNCs generally split into a doublet predominantly at 4 -6 hours into replication, but become one again during G2 phase. This is consistent with the behavior of a DNA locus during replication and implies that the PNC-associated locus replicates at mid S phase (Norton et al. 2009 ). Together with the finding that the PNC extends into a fibril structure on treatment with TSA, these studies firmly indicate the association of the PNC with a specific DNA locus.
Although recent studies suggest a specific PNC -DNA association, the exact locus with which the PNC interacts has yet to be determined. It is possible that the DNA locus may represent the transcription site for a previously unidentified PNC-associated RNA, or alternatively the PNC could nucleate on a specific locus and regulate expression. Research is ongoing to determine the PNC associating DNA locus.
PNC AND TRANSFORMATION
Initial characterization of the PNC showed that the PNC is predominantly present in cancer cells (Huang et al. 1997) . A more complete investigation of over 50 cancerous and normal cell lines confirmed this trend (Norton et al. 2008) . PNC prevalence (% cells containing one or more PNC) is consistently low (,5%) in normal cell lines and immortalized cell lines (0% -6%) derived from multiple human and mouse tissue types including stromal, endothelial, hematopoietic, or embryonic stem cells. PNC prevalence heterogeneously increases (15% to near 100%) in cancer cell lines. PNCs form in carcinomas, blastomas, and sarcomas, but PNC prevalence is not significantly elevated in malignant cell lines of hematopoietic origin. This suggests that the PNC selectively forms in malignant cells derived from solid tumor tissues (Norton et al. 2008 ).
In Vivo Studies
The strong correlation of PNC prevalence with malignancy in vitro prompted in vivo investigations. PNC prevalence was evaluated in paraffin-embedded human breast cancer tissues in varying clinical stages. Histological samples of normal breast tissue, primary tumors, affected lymph nodes, and distant metastasis were scored for PNC prevalence. The results showed that PNC prevalence is 0% in normal breast tissue, but it increases in the primary tumor (47.9%) and affected lymph nodes (76.3%), and reaches near 100% in distant metastases (Kamath et al. 2005) . Additionally, high PNC prevalence in primary tumors of stage I patients positively correlates with disease relapse in a case-matched study, and it is predictive of survival in a retrospective 17-year followup study (Kamath et al. 2005) . The correlation between PNC prevalence and metastasis suggests that the PNC-containing cells have a metastatic advantage over non-PNC-containing cells. The formation of the PNC may reflect key changes during transformation that are associated with metastatic capability.
PNC and Metastasis
To address the association of PNC prevalence and metastasis, cell lines of varying metastatic potential have been examined. Studies using a well characterized prostate cancer metastasis model (Pettaway et al. 1996) show that PC-3M cells, which are enriched for metastatic capacity, have a much higher PNC prevalence (85%) than the parental PC-3 heterogenous population (4%). Furthermore, additional rounds of selection for metastatic capacity led to a further increase in PNC prevalence. For example, the PC-3M LN4 cell line, which undergoes an additional four rounds of selection for metastatic capacity, has a PNC prevalence of 98% and abnormally large PNCs. In contrast, PC-3M Pro 4 cells, which are PC-3M cells that have gone through four rounds of selection for a lack of metastatic capacity, show a marked reduction in PNC size and a small reduction in PNC prevalence (71%) compared with PC-3M cells (85%) (Norton et al. 2008) . Moreover, when the PNC prevalence is adjusted to the percentage of cells with PNCs greater than 2.2 mm, it correlates very closely with the metastatic behavior of these cells. These observations in cells of the same origin, but of varying metastatic capacities, further confirm that PNC prevalence reflects the metastatic capability of cancer cells.
The association of PNC with metastatic capacity is not limited to prostate cancer. To evaluate the association of PNC prevalence with metastatic behavior in another system, two cell lines have been created from a single patient: one from a primary melanoma tumor and one from a distant metastasis. PNC prevalence increases dramatically in cell lines derived from distant metastases over those derived from the primary tumor, and the same results are observed in a similar experiment using colorectal cell lines (Norton et al. 2008) . Additionally, PNC prevalence has been examined in cell lines overexpressing the breast cancer related metastatic suppressor protein (BRMS). BRMS is a chromatin remodeling protein that suppresses the ability of breast cancer cells to metastasize (Samant et al. 2000) . Stable overexpression of this protein in two breast cancer cell lines significantly reduces metastasis compared with the parental cells when injected into a nude mouse (Samant et al. 2000) . The PNC prevalence in the BRMS overexpressing cell lines is significantly lower than in the parental cells, further confirming the association of the PNC with metastatic cells (Norton et al. 2009 ).
The unique association of the PNC with metastatic cancer cells from solid tumors suggests that it forms in connection with cellular conditions specific to these cells. Multiple traits common to cancer cells, such as increased proliferation and glycolysis, have been examined for an association with PNC prevalence. Results show that PNC prevalence is not affected by cell proliferation. HeLa cells grown in serum-free media show a significantly reduced growth rate, but PNC prevalence does not change. High glucose or low glucose growth conditions do not alter PNC prevalence, which shows the glycolysis state does not influence PNC formation. Furthermore, inducing changes in differentiation status of cancer cells does not affect PNC prevalence, and PNCs are not present in embryonic stem cells (Norton et al. 2008) . These results support the idea that PNC formation selectively associates with metastatic behavior.
Potential of Clinical Applications for the PNC
Recent studies propose the use of the PNC as a cancer marker for solid tumors. The PNC is an easily scored, multicomponent structure that reflects the complex cellular conditions that develop in the later stages of malignant transformation. The PNC is unique in that it is selectively associated with metastasis without known links to proliferation, glycolysis, or differentiation state. Selective and specific tumor markers could help make appropriate treatment decisions for many cancer patients. Currently, histological PNC prevalence scoring in tissue samples is being refined to improve its reproducibility and reliability as a marker.
The PNC has also been presented as an anticancer drug discovery marker. The PNC is associated with the metastatic capacity of cells, and therefore PNC elimination could indicate a shift of cellular behavior from a higher malignant toward a more benign phenotype. In this way, the efficacy of drugs as anticancer agents could be screened for their ability to reduce PNC prevalence. Clinically used cancer drugs and experimental cancer drugs have been screened and a large number of these drugs effectively reduce PNC prevalence (Norton et al. 2009 ). This validates the potential use of PNC prevalence reduction as a phenotypic screening strategy to identify novel compounds that selectively inhibit malignant cells. Compounds that eliminate the PNC not only have potential to be developed into novel drugs, but can also be used as chemical biology tools to help understand the structure and function of the PNC and its functional significance in cancer cells.
PNC FUNCTION IN MALIGNANCY
The function of the PNC in malignancy remains to be investigated. However, the close association with cells of metastatic capability suggests that the PNC forms in response to the transformation process, possibly allowing cells to best adapt to a new physiological condition. In other words, the PNC may form as the consequence of transformation to better maintain or further promote the transformed phenotype. Thus, PNCs could play an active role in regulation of gene expression in these cells. As PNCs have been shown to be enriched in newly synthesized pol III RNA, the function of the PNC may be tied to the regulation of pol III RNA expression in malignant cells. The link of Pol III deregulation to cancer was first observed in mouse melanoma cells, where pol III is hyperactive (Schwartz et al. 1974) , and more recent investigations support these findings in human cell lines and tissues (Liebhaber et al. 1978; Winter et al. 2000) . A recent study showed that the overexpression of the pol III transcripts, tRNA or 5S rRNA alone, is sufficient to cause increased proliferation and oncogenic transformation (Marshall et al. 2008 ). These findings suggest that increased pol III transcription not only correlates with malignancy, but may play a direct role in the development or progression of cancer. Although PNC-enriched pol III transcripts have not been shown to have a direct role in the development of cancer, the concentration of pol III transcripts in the PNC could be indicative of the deregulation of these RNA in cancer cells. The nucleation of pol III transcripts at the PNC may be involved in regulating the function of these RNAs in cancer progression or maintenance. Studies are ongoing to investigate the complexes that pol III RNAs form in association with the PNC and their functional relevance to malignancy.
There are a number of additional possibilities regarding the potential functions of PNC formation in malignancy. First, yet to be identified factors in the PNC might be altered in solid tumor cells. The increased expression or altered function of these components may lead to nucleation of the RNAs and RNA-binding proteins in the PNC, which could directly influence the availability of PNC-associated RNA or proteins in cancer cells. Second, the PNC may play a role in nucleolar function, which is known to be deregulated in malignant cells (reviewed in Ruggero and Pandolfi 2003) . The PNC is in close spatial proximity to the nucleolus, and the PNC is enriched in components (i.e., Nucleolin, PTB, RNase MRP RNA, and RNase P RNA) that are involved in rDNA transcription and ribosome synthesis. Studies are underway to determine the role of the PNC in malignancy.
SUMMARY
Although the function of the PNC is not yet fully understood, significant progress has been made in the characterization of the PNC in recent years. The PNC is a unique and dynamic nuclear body that selectively associates with metastatic capacity in a broad array of solid tumor tissues. The PNC is enriched in both RNA-binding proteins and a subset of newly synthesized pol III transcripts. Furthermore, the PNC is nucleated on a DNA locus or loci, and the integrity of DNA is critical for the PNC structure. The current working model is that the PNC is associated with and may represent changes in novel molecular complexes that are involved in the metabolism of newly synthesized pol III RNA during malignancy. Nucleation of the PNC on a DNA locus may be directly involved in the regulation of gene expression at that locus. Studies are underway to identify and characterize novel pol III-RNA complexes and the DNA locus they nucleate on to form the PNC. These investigations will help elucidate the role of the PNC and increase our knowledge of basic cancer biology.
